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the   Amen- co*on*es had  grown   most   restive  of   English  rule,  the
feanrSQff°m    snccess °f English  arms, by removing the danger from
France.      ,; the   French,   took   away   one   of   the   chief   causes   of
American dependence on  English  defence.    Pitt referred
in 1756 to st the projects of independency which a con-
sciousness of growing strength and the annihilation of the
French power might give birth to in our American colonies/'1
(*) The^War     Finally, the end of the War had been followed by a period
economic      of trade depression, and the actual ability of the Colonies to
in?neSSlon ^pay taxes to England is open to doubt.    They were already
colonies.       obliged to buy English goods, and had begun to contemplate
reducing consumption.2   They were so heavily indebted to
English creditors that these opposed the Stamp Act on the
ground that any attempt  at taxation would lessen the
prospects of payment of their debts.   Shelburne and colonial
merchants held, and perhaps exaggerated, the opinion that,
even if the colonists were willing, they would not be in
a position to pay increased taxation.    The colonies were
desperately short of currency; many colonies used only paper
s  money, whilst in Virginia tobacco was the accepted medium
of exchange.   Any attempt to raise extra taxation would
be a further drain on the financial resources of the colonies,
and an attempt to exact that taxation in specie, as was
made in the Stamp Act, was certain to be fiercely resisted.
England re-     When the Seven Years* War ended, England had already
the   Ameri- come to the decision that America should contribute directly
w to the cost of colonial  defence.   The idea of taxing the
colonies was not new; it had been suggested many times
since the opening of the century: it had been urged on
Walpole: it was pressed by many parties after the failure
^ \	of the Albany Congress of 1754, but it had not been seriously
\ ;>	entertained by the English Government until 1762.
^fesasSfi..., .•   In 1764, shortly after he had succeeded Bute in office,
announces   /	'   ^'	J         .	'
theintro- ^ Grenville announced that the Trade Laws were to be en-
forced and that, unless the colonies could advance a satis-
factory alternative, a Stamp Tax would be imposed by
1	Pringle MSS., Amer. Hist. Rev., vol. v., p. 673.
2	Camb. Hi$t, of Brit. Emp.t voL i, p. 599.    This, it may be
noticed, was the precursor of non-importation.

